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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Dance University coalition takes stand against violence
The University is adTecun □dressing
Campus
violence witha
spirit
□ The University
Dance Team requires fitness, academic achievement
and commitment.
By CAROLYN STECKEL
The BC News
The University Dance
Team may have gone by
several names since it was
founded 30 years ago, but
their focus remains the
same - entertain the crowd.
The team was started in
1965 primarily to aid the
cheerleaders in spirit. The
team consisted of 30 people,
and in 1966 the squad danced at the football game
against Kent as their own
unit, instead of as an aid to
the cheerleaders.
During the 1970s, they
performed at football and
basketball games.
Today, the team dances at
one football game a year,
performs at home men's
and women's basketball
games, serves as a host at
all home football games in
select seating boxes, participates in fitness training
and performs at some
community events.
Tricia Howard is the
coach of the University
dance team. She is a graduate of the University and
danced on the team while
she was a student.
According to Howard, the
team begins practicing in
the summer while attending a collegiate dance team
camp. Last August, the
team earned a "superior"
trophy as well as an award
for the most improved
squad.
During the fall, the team
spends most of its time doing fundraising by working
football concession stands
and holding car washes.
Next fall, they plan on making dance team posters in
the hopes that area businesses will sponsor them.
The team dances at two
games a week throughout
the months of January and
February.

coaliton that involves
three stages: flyers,
awareness and ribbons.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
TheBC News
Violence is seen everywhere in
the United States. In neighborhoods, on the street, in elementary schools and even at universities.

Now the University will be
taking a stand to stop violence.
During the last two to three
weeks of March, flyers and purple ribbons will be distributed
throughout the campus in order
to address the issue of violence.
The University Coalition to
Stop Violence is set up throughout campus and focuses on
spreading the word that the University will not tolerate violence
on campus, according to Anitra
Yusinski, graduate assistant at
the Office of Student Life.
The idea to create this coalition

was influenced by Edward Whippie, vice president for student affairs, after he received student
recommendations about the issue. Whipple then notified Jill
Carr, associate dean of students,
who then asked Yusinski to form
a coalition.
There are three stages to this
coalition violence. In the first
stage, posters will be put up
around campus on March 16 to
make students aware of the University's intent to stop violence.
The second stage will revolve
around spreading awareness to

students that there is no excuse
for any form of violence,
whether it be sexual assault or
just a simple fist fight.
In the third stage, purple ribbons will be distributed throughout campus for people to wear
symbolizing non-violence. Within
the third stage, students will be
notified of different places on
campus which offer support.
The ribbon will also represent
people who have been victims of
violence.
Carr believes it is an essential
concept to teach to on- and off-

campus students, as well as the
entire city of Bowling Green.
"We need to create an awareness that violence does exsist,"
Carr said. "Students who have
been violated need to know
where they can go for help."
There are many places on
campus where students who have
been affected by violence can go
• See VIOLENCE, page five.

Luck O' the Irish
Catholics celebrate
in Protestant city
□ Despite invitations,
the first St. Patrick's Day
parade in Belfast drew
little Protestant participation.
The Associated Press

AiHcUlcd Prr«i ph««

Eddy Donovan, 69, marches in the annual St. Patrick's Day parade in Cleveland. He is a part of the Cleveland Police Pipes and Drums Band.

• See DANCE, page five.

■

BELFAST, Northern Ireland Defying convention in this traditionally pro-British Protestant
city, more than 10,000 Catholics
marched into the center of Belfast on Tuesday in the city's firstever St. Patrick's Day parade.
Celebrants strolled peacefully
to the tunes of local reggae singers and a visiting Brazilian salsa
band. But - despite written Invitations - there was little participation from Protestants, whose
favored patriotic color is orange
and who fly the British flag.
"We're putting St. Patrick's
Day on the map in Belfast," said
the parade's organizer, Catriona
Ruane, who in hopes of achieving
Protestant involvement had required marchers to avoid political-party banners and told fifeand-drum bands to skip overtly
anti-British tunes.
The parade featured children
with painted faces and shamrocks on their heads, Vikingcostumed warriors and a 30-footlong fake snake. But the Irishlanguage banners and green,
white and orange Irish flags
would have been enough to dissuade many Protestants.
That kind of overt Irishness
traditionally has been suppressed in Northern Ireland, where
pro-British Protestant marches

dominate life each summer.
Though St. Patrick's remains
are reputedly buried in Downpairick, 20 miles south of Belfast,
St. Patrick's Day here has long
been a muted affair - and celebrated exclusively on Catholic
turf.
Until this decade, even flying
an Irish flag or hanging street
signs in Gaelic was illegal. In
Belfast, previous marches by
Catholics were blocked before
they reached City Hall.
But the peace process has
swelled Catholic confidence,
even in Belfast.
'Traditionally, the city center
has been reserved for one section
of the population," Ruane said in
reference to Belfast's dwindling
Protestant majority. "But we're
showing it's our city, too."
In Downpatrick, Protestants
and Catholics worshipped
together inside the Anglican
cathedral near Patrick's traditional burial place.
"I dont believe anybody owns
St. Patrick," said Anglican
Bishop Harold Miller, who laid a
wreath at the stone monument to
the saint among gravestones outside Down Cathedral. "We call
him the apostle of the Irish people. He belongs to every Irish
Christian person right across the
divide."
In Armagh, until this year the
site of the largest St. Patrick's
parade in Northern Ireland,
Catholic Archbishop Sean Brady
released 1,553 green-and-white
balloons to symbolize the number
of years since Patrick's consecration as the first archbishop.

Correspondence used to discredit allegations against Clinton
□ President Clinton's
advisers attempted to
use letters from Kathleen
Willey to contradict her
al legations of sexual
harassment.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - After President Clinton allegedly made an
unwelcome sexual advance to
Kathleen Willey in the White
House, the two kept up contact as
she sought an ambassadorship, a
position on an international panel
and a place in his reelection
campaign.

The White House arranged for
her to go to two international
conferences and in a scrawled
note to an aide about a request
from Mrs. Willey, the president
asked: "Can we do this for her?"
In a three-page letter to Clinton
in December 1995 which she
signed "Fondly, Kathleen," Mrs.
WiUey thanked Clinton for letting her attend a biological diversity convention in Indonesia.
"I spent one day in a rain
forest, followed by a day diving
the coral reef on the island of Sulawese, experiences which I will
never, ever forget," she wrote.
Clinton's response: "The Convention on Biological Diversity
must have been fascinating.
Thanks, too, for your continued

desire to serve the Administration"
The president's advisers tried
Monday to use the 20 chatty
handwritten letters Mrs. Willey
wrote to the president from 1993
to 1997 to discredit her allegation
that Clinton had embraced her,
kissed her on the lips, touched
her breasts and put her hand on
his genitals in November 1993.
Talking to reporters today,
presidential ■ spokesman Mike
McCurry sought to explain the
White House's strategy in releasing the correspondence. "I think
that there was an effort to put
factual material out so that
Americans could place this story
in context. Obviously we hope
that context is more favorable to

Hill, who remained in contact
the president. But it is not done
with any sense of animosity with Thomas after his alleged
harassment, said, "I think that
towards Ms. Willey," he said.
The correspondence involving perhaps she might be able to sepMrs. Willey and Clinton, released arate her feelings about him as a
by the White House, shows that president."
"I'm not sure even what hapafter the alleged sexual advance,
Mrs. Willey made persistent pened between her and the
requests of Clinton and the president, but it's not unheard of
president took the time to deal for individuals who have had
with her entreaties personally, these kinds of sexual encounters
although he was friendlier and to continue relationships or to
continue working relationships
warmer in earlier replies.
Anita Hill, who accused Clar- with the individuals who have
ence Thomas of sexual harass- done these things to them," she
ment when he was nominated to said on ABC's "Good Morning
the Supreme Court In 1991, said America."
Independent Counsel Kenneth
today she could understand how
Mrs. Willey could continue a cor- Starr is investigating whether
dial relationship with Clinton prominent Maryland Democrat
Nathan Landow urged Mrs. Wilafter the alleged Incident.

ley to deny that Clinton made an
Improper sexual advance. She
said in a deposition, that Landow
had spoken to her about her testimony in the Paula Jones sexual
harassment suit against Clinton.
Landow denies trying to influence her testimony.
Mrs. Wllley's interview Sunday
on CBS' "60 Minutes" prompted
criticism of Clinton from leaders
of women's groups, heretofore
silent about alleged sexual impropriety by Clinton.
New polls show Clinton's popularity remains high.
Mrs. Willey was unavailable
for comment and calls to Gecker's office in Richmond, Va. were
not returned.
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While we would all like to forget scandals and
move on to the affairs of the nation, Kathleen
Willey's allegations against the president won't let
us.
The forces trying to expose Clinton's sexual mischief have found a label to attach to Clinton behavior
that requires taking his behavior seriously, and that is
sexual assault.
First, a dismissible duo of Paula Jones and
Gennifer Flowers rumbled in the background. Then a
young, assumed-to-be-naive Monica Lewinsky made
the nation freeze in taboo, but only for an instant.
Several "who cares what Clinton does" and
Clinton pick up lines and "how-to-get-an-internship
jokes" later, it wasn't a big deal because women as a
whole, the victims in the allegations against Clinton,
didn't care. Clinton won women over in general
politically, and never lost them.
The earlier scandals had a safety valve as well:
even if they were true, then Clinton was only a womanizing bad-boy, not incapable of retaining his
charisma. Hence the jokes at the water coolers and
! the urge to get back to business in politics. There was
indeed a war about to break. And it was only adultery...
But the allegations by Kathleen Willey are different
and illustrate something very dangerous in the relations of women and men that we absolutely cannot
ignore.
Sexual assault is not harassment, like asking for
sex or anything else that robs an individual of (her),
peace of mind. And it certainly is not having sex. Its
a power abuse where, most commonly, a man with
the power does what he wants with a women, like
putting her hand on his aroused genitalia.
Clinton, as the most powerful man in the world, is
potentially the ultra-example of male abuse of power
with sex.
If he is capable of assault then he may be a
sexual predator who intimidates, degrades, and robs
women of dignity. All the pro-women policies in the
world can't make up for treating women like objects.
Sure, we have to decide whether we believe
Clinton or Willey. Who knows if making that decision will ever be feasible, judging by the complexity
and confusing nature of this scandal. The truth is
hard to find, and Willey may very well be a liar. But,
for women's sake, pay attention.
Copyright © 1998, The BG Newt. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and
Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by (he Editor in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
Today's edition was designed and edited by

Darla Warnock. Editor-in-Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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Traditions fade too quickly
From a recent e-mail from my
uncle I can guess there are a few
Irish bars in California, the sunny
land that gave us the Beach Boys. I
doubt, though, that it can compare
to the Irish bar that my family virtually grew up in.
My Dad and I made a pilgrimage last week to the Irish bar
around which much of my family's
history seems to revolve.
The bar, OB's, in Toledo's west
side, is your typical corner bar
where old men drink and occasionally bring their wives. II is filled
with Notre Dame and Boston
Celtics memorabilia.
I have been going there with
assorted Wrays since pre-school.
There is nothing special about the
place except that it seems to represent an era and way of life that
seems foreign to someone like me.
When we got there we went in
the side door that cuts through the
kitchen because we know that no
one except the amateurs use the
front door. My Dad knows the current owner. He also knew the old
owner, who actually is OB. My
grandmother knew them also and
remarked about how the regulars
weren't there anymore. There are
few regulars left because many,
including my grandfather, are dead,
and there is no one to replace them.
I am sure it is not because we
have a lack of alcoholics today.
There are no more regulars because
people today do not establish community ties like they used to.
OB's is legendary in my, and
many other, Irish families who have
their roots in west Toledo. My

grandfather's generation made the
place its own. When he died, the
bar retired his bar stool. They put a
gold plaque on it engraved "James
Wray Memorial Bar Stool" and
gave it to my grandmother who put
it on display at the luncheon after
the funeral.
My dad and uncle's Softball
team used to drink there after
games. I used to play pool with my
cousins there when we had to stand
on our tiptoes to see over the table.
This was before they moved to
California and my family moved to
Chicago.
Most importantly, whenever
people would come back lo visit,
they would always connect at OB's.
No matter where you went you
would always go back there.
In the last 30 years, five of six
kids moved out of slate. Some, my
clan, came back; others are still pursuing things on each coast. OB's
remains virtually unchanged,
always ready to welcome back its
prodigal children.
The world has changed dramatically since 1964 when it opened.

Places like it don't exist anymore.
There are no more comer bars that
will retire a bar stool for you when
you die. The owners will likely just
be ticked off because you left without paying your bar tab.
We do not live in a world that
will create places like OB's. It grew
out of tight-knit neighborhood
filled with big, Irish families. All
your friends lived on your street
and never moved away. You went
to school with the same kids from
kindergarten to high school, and
maybe to college, too.
Today, the very next generation
of Wrays has friends spread across
the country that fit into nice categories. You have the early '80s
Toledo or California group. The
mid '80 s Chicago or North
Carolina group. Our parents have
the 1950s-1970s Toledo group.
Sure, we live in a mobile society,
and by moving on and up, our parents made progress in their careers.
Look at the costs though. Every
friendship has a time limit. There is
no time to develop a place like
O.B.'s. Regulars are not made in a
few years.
My Uncle Jim (who now thinks
he's cool because of that damn "Are
You Jimmy Ray" song) claims to have
found a nice traditional Irish bar
called Dirty Nellie's in Tustin CA, a
Los Angeles suburb. My uncle
knows his bars, but I have to be skeptical. How can an Irish bar develop
without puddles of dirty water
underneath bar stools from winter
storms, and so far away from Notre
Dame in the land that cheers for the
Lakers and USC?

The fact that California, which like
Hollywood takes other people's institutions, strips away their substance
and makes them a watered down
commodity, has an Irish bar is offensive to my grandfather and his
friends. It is kind of like all the
Canadian hockey teams moving from
places like Calgary to Phoenix or an
Italian's opinion of ready made
spaghetti sauce. The authenticity of
the original institution is lost.
It was my suggestion to go to
OB's over spring break. I haven't been
there since the last time the whole
family was in town. I knew St.
Patrick's Day was coming up and it
was close to my grandmother's birthday. I was also feeling kind of rootless.
We picked up grandmother at her
retirement home and drove to OB's
with my Dad. Grandmother narrated
the trip though their old stomping
ground like tour guides at a college
preview day. The neighborhood has
started to change. More national
stores have replaced the mom and
pop shops, making the place a little
more like every other neighborhood
in this country.
OB's is still mostly the same
though. They have added more food
to the menu and are stepping into the
'90s with an autographed picture of
Tiger Woods on the wall.
In this breakneck-paced world we
need places like OB's that will miss
us and maybe retire a bar stool for us
someday.
Brandon Wray is the Wednesday
columnist. He can be reached at
wbneiKibjfnet
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Polite socialization by force
Society has received an unfair
reputation for not caring, I feel.
Having been in BG barely a year,
I have encountered so many representatives of society on my
doorstep that I could hardly feel
lonely. Furthermore, when representatives could not catch me at
home, or were not carrying the
proper equipment lo jimmy the
door open, they would sprint back
to their offices and contact me by
phone.
One of these energetic representatives would be the phone company with whom I am very intimate.
I had already procured their services when they began calling me
daily to find out how I was doing.
"Hi there," they would chirp
delightfully. "Are you authorized
to make decisions regarding your
telephone?"
This was a little confusing at
first, as I had not received any notification that I was authorized and
had certainly had no training.
"I'm not sure," I would say. "Is
this the FBI? Did someone give
you my name? I would like to
state, for trie record, that I am certainly willing to get authorization if
you direct me to the proper channels! Really, I've been faking it for
years. 'Should I leave the receiver
on or off the hook,' I would ask
myself. If only I were authorized!"
As 1 began to sob, the phone
company representative would cut

in, a bit less delighted. "Umm,"
she would say confidently. Then
there would be a great deal of whispering in the background. "Okay,"
she would say finally, in a soothing
voice, "Is your name on the phone
bill, dear?"
"Why, yes," I would reply. "I
know I haven't paid it this month,
but did you get the card I sent? It
said 'When I'm feeling alone and
blue, I just think of you, and all the
clouds-'"
"Yes, that's fine. You are the
authorized decision-maker in the
household it seems; though goodness knows what that says about
the world Now, how are you
today?"
"As well as could be expected," I
sighed. "But thank you so much
for asking. It's just that I am missing a number of limbs and my left
eye, and my husband left me for
someone who 'has it more togeth-

er,' is how he put it. His new girlfriend merely has an astigmatism!"
It is a true testimony to the
phone company that they were still
able to sell me every extra service
that exists, such as call waiting.
This was a real blessing as it
allowed me to chat with the phone
company and the Infernal Order of
Elks (who were inquiring about a
donation) almost simultaneously.
There are also the somber church
missionaries dressed in crisp, pinstriped suits who look as though
they are hoping for a funeral.
These people emerge from every
corner with deep worry lines that
have, I imagine, set in with concern
for the future of my soul.
"Good afternoon," they greet me
gravely. "We're sorry to inform
you, but we have received word
that your name has been tragically
BLOTTED OUT OF THE BOOK OF
LIFE!! Hi, my name's Melvin, can I
come in?"
Not only do 1 let them in, but for
two solid hours I feel closer to them
than I do to the phone company.
Nipping at the missionaries'
heels are miniature sales kids from
the local elementary schools who
routinely cater to my Girl Scout
Cookie and Useless Plasticware
needs. They are my favorite — the
way they coyly sell me a single
peanut butter cup for up to $4, and
I gladly buy it. "They're so cunning and industrious," I exclaim.

admiring my new plastic oriental
fan set and Power Ranger dinnerware.
And I cannot leave out the sly
newspaper salespeople:
"Would you like to subscribe the
evening newspaper, it won't cost
you-"
"No, thanks."
"-a single penny, we-"
"No, really."
"-are willing to give you a
month of free-"
"No-"
"-service and then you can
cancel-'
"Okay, 1 would like to cancel."
"Well, we regret your decision
and appreciated your business.'
We'll send you a bill in the mail.
Good day."
It is not that I'm complaining;
were it not for these people in society I'm sure I would feel very
doubtful that it cared at all. I
would probably run out into the
street feverish with indecision
about my long distance company
and whether or not to re-tile the
bathroom, or rotate my tires. But
luckily, I can go to bed each night
knowing that everybody knows my
name:
"Sucker."

Michelle Rtiler is a guest columnist
for The News. She can be reached at:
reiter9bgnet.bgsu.edu
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It probably would
have been a lot easier
for me if I just went
quietly, and I'm sure
that's what they
wanted me to do.
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Regina Flores
who was stripped of her 1997 Miss Colorado crown
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Kellie MacGregor
Sophomore
IPC
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friends and drank
green beer."
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Nothing but good luck for California man

Christie Chlppa
Sophomore
IPC

REDDING. Calif. — There's no such thing as a free lunch unless you're
Stan Caspary. Then, not only are there free lunches, but free cars, free
U1ps and free cash. Caspary. 62. enters contests for fun. And he wins.
Last week, he won a limited edition cobalt-blue Ford Thunderblrd with
leather interior in a Valvoline motor oil contest that organizers told him
had 700.000 entries.
He's not sure what to do with the car. It won't fit in his garage with the
red Thunderblrd he won in a 1994 Anheuser-Busch drawing. Since winning in 1994. he's won trips to Australia. New York and Las Vegas: a
$1,000 cash prize: and free lunch from a local diner.

■Celebrated my
birthday."

Scott CockereU
Junior
Sport* Mfmt.

Iowa county considers locking up loose cows
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KEOSAUQUA, Iowa — A different kind of moving violation could
become a cash cow for one Iowa county. Livestock who habitually bust
out of their fields could end up in the cow pound, leaving their owners to
pay the bills.
"We decided something needed to be done about cows getting on the
roadways." said John Whitaker. a member of the Van Buren County
Board of Supervisors.
According to new rules, a farmer known to have livestock on the highway three times in six months will have his offending animal rounded-up,
hauled away and confined.

•Drank until I
couldn't drink anymore."

Prune". Roche
Sophomore
IPC

Shoplifter runs over accomplice while trying to get away
Showers T-storms Rain Flumes Snow
Via Associated Press GraptvcsNet

Ice

Sunny Pt. Cloudy Cloudy

TODAY'S
WEATHER
Today:

Thursday:

Cool with rain showers

Chilly and cloudy

High: 54

High: 49

Low: 42

"I didn't have any
plans."

Low: 33

Got in Idea for • "People oa the Street" aaeeti>
ua at "b(DewaSbcnet.bfau".
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Sponsored by Omega Phi Alpha.

Beyond BG raffle ticket sale
(9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Raille tickets are
being sold to benefit the Senior Gift
of Scholarship awarded at the
Beyond BG Senior Celebration. The
raffle will also lake place at the celebration, and will include a 1998
Nissan Altima. 6 months free rent,
a custom tailored suit, and morel

Dance Marathon bake sale
(10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Education Building steps.
Sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta.
Bake sale will Include cookies,
brownies and popcorn balls

Dance Marathon fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 2 P-m.)
Education Building sleps.

Leslie CriM
Senior
Fashion
Merchandising

ftY.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Study abroad display table (10
a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Off-Campus Student Center.
Moscley Hall. Display of BGSU
study abroad program materials
along with other Institutions' program information. General resource
materials on travel, work and volunteer abroad will also be available.
Call 372-0309/0479 with questions.

"All nude but tastefully done."

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. — Above all. a getaway car driver must stay
cool. And not run over the accomplice. Police said several grocery store
employees caught a shoplifter Monday and held him on the ground.
Suddenly a woman entered the store, hit one of her accomplice's captors
and sprayed them with Mace or pepper spray. But they wouldn't free the
suspect.
So she ran back in the parking lot, got in a car and twice rammed it
into the store's foyer. One witness said the woman threatened to run
everyone over, so the captors let the suspect go. That is when she hit the
suspect who managed to get up on the hood and then into the car.

Student-athlete Honors luncheon (11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
Lcnhart Grand Ballroom.
Student Union. More than 80 student-athletes will be recognized for
their academic achievements. The
Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics invites all faculty and staff
to attend this celebration of academic excellence. The cost of the luncheon is $8 and may be paid the
day of the luncheon. Please call
372-7096 to make a reservation or
to receive more information.
Desktop Skills for BGSU personnel - PC (1 p.m. - 4 p.m.)
BGSU. Designed specifically for
BGSU personnel, this class will
familiarize you with the functionali-

ty provided by a networked computer. Focus on file management,
word processing and spreadsheets.
Free. For more information, call
Continuing Education. 372-8181.

Ph.D. of A Minor Enterprise, who
will expand your mind, heart and
soul, as well as motivate the audience. Admission Is free! Sponsored
by the Office of Residential Life
(SHARP).

Institutional Sexism: The
Continuing Problem of Gender
Devaluation (3 p.m. 4:30 p.m.)
Faculty Lounge, Student Union.
Affirmative Action Issue forum on
the systemic social and cultural
forces that provide unequal opportunities for women.
Kuntime gathering, picnic &
baseball game (5:30 p.m.)
Al Lang Stadium. St.
Petersburg, Fla.. You are invited to
join the BGSU Tampa Bay Alumni
Chapter at a pre-game picnic and
baseball game featuring" the Detroit
Tigers and Tampa Bay Devil Rays.
Sankofa: Remembering Your
Past (7 p.m.)
Macwest Countryside.
Presented by Sharon Minor King

Miami Heat vs. Vancouver
Grizzlies (7:30 p.m.)
Miami Arena. Sponsored by the
BGSU Gold Coast Alumni Chapter.
See BGSU's own Antonio Daniels as
he plays for the Grizzlies.

Faculty Artist Series: Morses
Pogosslan, violin (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. The performance originally scheduled for the
Venti da Camera on this date has
been moved to April 16 at Noon.
This conceit is rescheduled from
Feb. 25 on the College of Musical
Arts spring calendar.
Free.

Harian County U.S.A. (7:30

p.m.)

Gish Film Theater. A documentary that focuses on the 13-month
strike by the Brookside Mine
workers In Harian County.
Ky.. In 1973. The wives
and daughters of the
striking coal miners
formedthe Brookside
Women's Club and
walked the picket
lines during this
violent labor
struggle.

Qaacooooaaaa

CongnarulaTions

FR€€ D€UV€RT
352-5166
^2^203 N. Main
$4.00 Minimum
Open UJcckdaus 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri •Sat.»Sun.

LARGE SALADS.enough for two!
A heap of crisp mixed lettuce and...

JGrr LLLLlDKlUyC

Sales Rep Op
the Monih
Ton Fehwrnny

006* ham, turkey, tomatoes, red onions, mild pepper
rings, and mozzarella cheese

4.50

\09&~

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
.*e

AptV

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
J5J5 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's

GeOSOYieb Chicken tomatoes, red onions,
black olives, almonds, and mozzarella cheese

4.50

sJtUUUH pepperoni, salami, mild pepper rings, red
onions, green peppers, and mozzarella cheese

4.50

V&GG16 tomatoes, red onions, green peppers, broccoli,
black olives, mozzarella cheese

3.50

■■HflieiiCT Dressings...French, Ranch, Italian (reg. or Igt.)
Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS

We only use the finest ingredients!

)

fo<r°u'

• 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each building
• range, refrigerator
• new dishwashers
• new microwaves
• gas heat, electric air
• individual electric meter

-Call-Well meet you there.'

Preferred Properties

530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Hearth Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, looter room, walghl room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
■ HANDWRITING

IU offers a penmanship course for doctors
INDIANAPOLIS - Indiana University's medical school has the
Rx for doctors' notoriously bad handwriting.
Beginning in the fall, the school will add a section on penmanship.
"Doctors have to write fast and a lot," said Dr. Antoinette
Hood, an assistant dean. "We're under a lot of pressure, and it
tends to lead to sloppy handwriting."
Sloppy handwriting can lead to dangerous drug mix-ups.
Those who have to read doctors' scrawls welcome the effort to
improve penmanship.
"You're not just concerned that it's written correctly; you have
to also make sure you can read the dosage," said Nicholas Popovich, a Purdue University professor of pharmacy practice.
■ DRUGS

Police use 'treasure map' to find drug money
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Police used a "treasure map" to find $2.8
million buried in plastic containers in the yard of a couple suspected of being major marijuana dealers.
Charles Hicks, 46, and his wife, Donna, 44, were arrested on
drug charges and jailed on $500,000 bail each.
On Friday, after seeing people leave the Hickses' Nashville
home with boxes of marijuana, officers searched the place and
found 120 pounds of the drug, $100,000 in the attic and, in a dresser, a piece of paper indicating where money was buried at another Hicks home, in Lebanon.
"We came across a treasure map," police spokesman Don
Aaron said. "It told us where to dig."
Police used a backhoe to dig up the money over the weekend.
Investigators said they also found $1 million in a commercial
storage center.
Police said Charles and Donna Hicks were responsible for the
delivery of thousands of pounds of marijuana into the Nashville
area.
_
■ DINOSAURS

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

Bilingual beauty fights for crown
The Associated Press
BOULDER, Cok). - Pageant
officials were proud when
Regina Flores became the first
Hispanic to be crowned Miss
Colorado. They said the bilingual
beauty had the talent and poise to
become Miss America.
Nine months later, things have
gotten ugly.
Miss Flores has been stripped
of the crown in a dispute over her
public appearances, a furor that
has led to allegations of racism.
The beauty queen, who finished
out of the running at the Miss
America pageant last September,
is now suing to get her crown
back.
"It probably would have been a
lot easier for me if I just went
quietly, and I'm sure that's what
they wanted me to do," she said.
"But I know what they did was
wrong and I wasn't going to stand
for it, especially when I go into
classrooms and I tell kids all the
time never to give up and to go
for their dreams. I would be a
hypocrite if I gave up."
Pageant officials dethroned the
22-year-old Miss Flores in
December because, they said,
she booked her own appearances,
missed appearances and took a
part-time job at a department
store without approval.
"This contract is as serious as
someone signing a contract to
buy a house or lease an apartment. It only takes one violation," pageant director Vonnie

Pederson said. "We don't have
time to spend bickering and arguing. We absolutely could not do
it anymore."
Miss Flores, a University of
Colorado senior studying music
education, denied violating her
contract.
An arbitrator is scheduled to
hear the dispute on April 23.
Miss Flores impressed the
judges at the Miss Colorado pageant by singing "Don't Cry for
Me, Argentina" in English and
Spanish and by saying that Americans should be multilingual but
that English should be the nation's main language.
"I can see her going all the
way. She has everything. She has
a beautiful attitude and is very
focused," Mrs. Pederson said
shortly after Miss Flores won.
About a month into her reign,
Attecurtrd PTTBB photo
Miss Flores said, she complained
about confusion over appearances and communication problems Regina Flores was stripped of her crown as Miss Colorado 1997, but is
with the pageant booking agent. fighting to regain her title.
Mrs. Pederson and two other
officials suggested that her of," she said.
In 1996, Helen Goldsby was fired
mother, Ruth Flores, take over
Mrs. Pederson, who is also as Miss New York because she
booking duties, Miss Flores said.
took a role in a Broadway play.
Hispanic, denied any racism.
The controversy has prompted
Mrs. Pederson denied agreeing
Miss Colorado 1991, Colleen
at least four directors of various Walker, was reprimanded when
to that.
During the dispute, a pageant city pageants to resign, and has she began booking her own apofficial said she was called a ra- triggered the cancellation of pearances. She has said she now
cist by one of Miss Flores' rela- several other city-level beauty understands that bookings need
tives.
contests. Organizers of one event to be handled by pageant offiMiss Flores denied that, but canceled the appearance of run- cials for consistency's sake.
said, "I certainly can't discard ner-up Gina Waegle, who rethe possibility" that racism was placed Miss Flores as queen.
Either way the arbitrator rules,
involved. "Some racism is not
Miss Flores is not the first a new Miss Colorado will be
something that people are aware beauty queen to lose her crown. crowned on June 13.

Scientists uncover some of the oldest bones
ever found

Police stop car spattered with brain tissue

BRASILIA, Brazil - Brazilian scientists have discovered the
bones of three dinosaurs they jay lived 220 million years ago,
some of the oldest ever found.
The bones were discovered in the southern city of Santa Maria,
about 1,400 miles south of Brasilia. The first was unearthed in
January and the other two in February, paleontologist Martha
Richter said Tuesday in a telephone interview.
The plant-eating dinosaurs were known as prosauropods and
date from the Triassic period, Richter said.
Professor Luiz Eduardo Analli of the Geosciences Institute in
Sao Paulo called the find "extremely important."
"Due to its characteristics and the Triassic Period to which it
belonged, the fossils must be very close to the first organisms
called dinosaurs and will be decisive in the study of the group's
origin," Analli said.
The bones are now at the Museum of Science and Technology
of the Catholic University of Rio Grande de Sul. Richter said
they will be sent to Bristol University in England for examination by professor Max Cardoso Langert.

The Associated Press

(Freddie & Frieda [Falcon
1RY0UTS

- Apply Today!

Applications can be
picked up in Room 405
Student Services.

Deadline: 4:30 pm Friday March 27

CUSTOMER

TONIGHT
AND
T0MM0RR0W
BARM 116
9:00
ANYONE MAY APPLY

window and door. The officer
also saw what the coroner's office later determined to be human brain tissue, Huber said.
He said police later found a
.45-caliber handgun in the vehicle as well as three ticket stubs to
an NCAA men's basketball tournament game played in Atlanta
on Sunday.

Tuesday in Dayton Municipal
Court on a charge of speeding.
He pleaded guilty and was fined
$55.
Huber said Fulton County
police were looking for a black
Ford Thunderbird which
matched the vehicle Jones and
Casey were in when Dayton
police stopped them.

"Our theory is there is a good
chance three went to the game
and two came back," Huber said.
Both Jones and Casey were being held in the Montgomery
County Jail. Jones was arraigned

He said Detroit police were
trying to locate the car's registered owner, Jerry Anderson of
Detroit. Fulton County police
said Anderson was not the slaying victim.

Score higher on graduate entrance exams

Study Smart.
Choose BGSU Test Prep Courses.
Cm April 25-May 30
| April 25 - May 23
Biwllm Brae* State Miwrsjty

Now Hiring for these Positions:

\

APPRECIATION DAY!
PIZZA

W<th Cheese

$2^

wlth p

ePP«r°ni

$342

No »ut>«8iuilon« Bound puu only. Limit 4 piuu V»»d ai in* Lmi» CHHII location only
Cam/out only No OaHvartaa Sony, no r»m checks

»

419/372-1111

TALK ABOUT CONVENIENCE

PAY-PER-VIEW IT!

,w

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

MEDIUM

Continuing Education,
International &, Summer Programs

Saturdays 9 am -1 pm
Registration deadline April 17

Home City
Ice Company

MARCH
18th

1

CHEERLEADING
INFO NIGHT

^ Summer employment j

BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER

ALL
DAY
LONG!

DAYTON - Authorities investigating the death of a man
whose body was found along a
highway near Atlanta asked
police on Tuesday to detain two
men stopped here in a car spattered with blood and brain tissue.
Dayton police Lt. John Huber
said law officers from Fulton
County, Ga., were not yet releasing the name of the victim, who
had suffered a head wound.
Fulton County police said the
body was found around 8:30 p.m.
Sunday along an interstate high-

way ramp just outside of Atlanta
The victim, who was in his 20s,
had a driver's license from Flint,
Mich., police said.
Huber said Kevin A. Jones, 37,
and Anthony T. Casey, 30, both of
Detroit, were stopped at 4:10 a.m.
Monday on Interstate 75 in Dayton after radar indicated they
were traveling 70 mph in a 55
mph zone.
He said the men gave the Dayton police officer conflicting
statements as to who owned the
car.
The officer then noticed blood
on the men and on a passenger

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

AKI

ii

SHI I N

'cXfl r>5

Showing all month on Channels
55 & 1, only on Pay-Per-View.

saytvi
352-8424

118 N Main

Pay-Per-Viewrt!"
Check Ut Out on The Web: http.Vwww.ppv.com

Read The BG flews everyday
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DANCE

Green beer!

Continued from page one.
This year the team also danced at
the Seagate Center for the women's basketball playoff game.
"That was the first time the
team has danced at a location
outside of Bowling Green," How
ardsaid.
Stacie Diana, a sophomore
communications disorders major
and first year dancer, said she
joined the team because it was
much like her cheerleading
squad in high school.
"We never did any of the Hips
and tosses," Diana said. "That's
why I didn't try out to be a cheerleader."
According to Diana, there are
many benefits to being on the
team.
"You keep in shape, make a lot
of friends, learn a lot of responsibility and, in the end, you get to
see all of your hard work pay
off," she said.
Both Howard and Diana agree
that the dance team is a spirit organization of 14 girls whose purpose is to promote spirit and enthusiasm around campus through
their dancing.
"We invite everyone to come

VIOLENCE
Continued from page one.
for help. They can go to counseling, to the public safety office,
the LINK or to an off-campus
couseling center.
Over the years, a number of
programs relating to violence

Help Wanted
HURRY UP!!!
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE BEST
APARTMENTS IN BG!!!
2 Bedroom units still available at:
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton
641 & 702 Third
839 Fourth

Ppplications Available 405 Student Services

Qmicron Delta Kappa
must possess Leadership or Strong Involvement]

»w 5TEAIH0DSE

in one of the following areas with some

SALLOON
—

have been created, but this is the that he was positive that students
first year that the Office of Stu- wanted to end violence.
dent Life is involved. The other
groups delivered their message
"I am delighted that students
and did help students here at the are interested in stopping vioUniversity at the time they were lence today, especially at an inin service, explained Carr.
stitution like Bowling Green
Whipple said it was critical and State University," Whipple said.

National Leadership Honor Society Applicants

BG New. Photo by Jaion Bower.

Brad Rex, a senior education major (left) takes advantage of the green tinted beer served for St.
Patrick's Day at BW3 with Joe Schwarm, a senior criminal justice major.

watch and support our team," reveal the dancers' midriffs, stuHoward said. "Instead of leaving dents are required to audition in
at half time, stay and see what we a sports bra and spandex, Howare all about We always enjoy ard said. She added that each
more support. I have been the member will also be weighed in
coach for two years now and after preliminaries.
According to the team's policy
wouldn't give It up for anything."
Kelly Tlchy, a junior elementa- statment, a dancer is required to
ry education major, and Candy maintain their try-out weight and
Osterfield, a junior psychology strive for a healthy, fit body. If a
major, are captain and co-captain dancer deviates from a normal,
for the upcoming season.
healthy weight range, she may be
On the team, members are to suspended from performances.
work as a team, be responsible
To prospective members of the
for clothing, uniforms, and team, Tichy advises to stay posiequipment assigned and to tive.
uphold the ideals of the UniversiOsterfield recommends not
ty.
holding back and giving 110 perThe team is to be second prior- cent every day, not just during
ity only to academics, Howard try-outs.
said. Things like work and sorori"It's more than just being on a
ty functions must be planned team," Tichy said. "IVe made 13
around practices and perform- good friends."
ances which are excusable for
The dance team will be holding
academic or emergency reasons auditions for next year's team on
only.
March 28. To be eligible, a stuIn addition to being dancers, dent must have attended one of
the women are also athletes. the informational meetings on
Dancing involves a variety of March 3 or S.
leaps, jumps, motions and rotaIn addition, the student should
tions. Dancers must be physical- have obtained at least 12 credit
ly fit to perform at this high hours, maintain a 2.0 grade point
energy level.
average and attend a week of
Because some of the uniforms clinics.

involvement in another:

1

•Scholarship
•Athletics
•Social Service
•Religious Activities
and
•Campus Government
•Journalism
•Speech & Mass Media
•Creative & Performing Arts

Call:
or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

^^n7se^ceBW9-

LEASES STARTING AT $440/mo.

FREE HEAT, WATER, & SEWER!!!
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
3524380

Journalists of Color:
Cultural advocates or lost in the mainstream?
Join us for a moderated panel discussion of area journalists who will be
discussing their role in the media; potential conflicts or hazards of being a

On-Campus
Interviews
The following part-time positions are
currently available:

Loaders/Unloaders
15 to 20 Hours a Week
Monday - Friday / Weekends Off
Loans for School
$8.50 per Hour
Paid Vacations and Holidays
On-Campus Interviews
Wednesday, March 18th from 10am-2pm
Call Career Services to make an appointment

372-2356

UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

minority in mainstream media; and how they can or can't use their positions
to be advocates of their own culture.

Wednesday, March 18th

4-5:30 p.m.
121 West Hall
Free and open to the public.
Area journalists scheduled to attend:
• Eddie Allen, The Blade, Toledo
• Denise Douglas, WNWO-TV, NBC affiliate, Toledo
• Art Edgerton, WSPD radio, Toledo
• Marlene Harris-Taylor, WBGU-TV, Bowling Green
• Dr. Alberto Gonzalez, Interpersonal Communication chair, BGSU
• Rhonda Sewell, The Blade, Toledo

Sponsored by the School of Communication Studies. Departments of Interpersonal Communication, Journalism, ond Telecommunications.
The Obsidian, ond Student Publications.
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Dictionary publishers argue against censorship
The Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. -Swamped with complaints and a
threatened boycott about the definition of "nigger" in its dictionaries, Merriam-Webster is reviewing how it defines offensive
words.
The ISO-year-old publisher, for
the first time in its history, has
assigned a task force to consider
whether to change the practice of
listing definitions historically,
with the oldest - and often the
most objectionable - uses coming first.
Still, there are no plans to remove words the publisher concedes are offensive and derogatory - such as "queer," "redneck" and "white trash" - from
its adult dictionaries.
"That would be censorship,"
said Deborah Burns, marketing
director for the Springfieldbased publisher. "As a reference
tool, the dictionary would not be

a comprehensive tool if it did not
list the words used in our language."
Merrlam-Webster's most recent Collegiate Dictionary
defines "nigger" first as: "a
black person - usually taken to
be offensive." Other definitions
refer to "a member of any
dark-skinned race," and "a
member of a socially disadvantaged class of persons."
An accompanying paragraph
on usage notes that "nigger" is
"perhaps the most offensive and
inflammatory racial slur in English" and is "expressive of racial
hatred and bigotry."
Burns said that the company
has fielded about 2,000 letters,
notes and phone calls about the
word's definition since two Michigan women launched a protest
last fall.
One of the women, Kathryn
Williams, curator of the Museum
of African American History In
Flint, Mich, suggested that Mer-

riam-Webster omit the word
from the dictionary.
And the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People threatened to lead a boycott against the publisher if the
word was not revised.
In response, a special review
committee of senior editors, as
well as outside linguists and
other language experts, began
reviewing offensive words this
year for Merriam-Webster.
The publisher has also
received a number of complaints
recently about its definitions of
"honky," "cracker" and "kike,"
Bums said Monday.
Other words being reviewed
include: ••Chink," "fairy,"
"gringo," "half-breed," "Kraut,"
"Paddies," "pig," "Polack,"
"queer," "redskin," "spic" and
"whltey."
Any changes could be included
in the 1999 update to its Collegiate Dictionary, Burns said.
The style of listing definitions

historically might be a problem,
she said, because some readers
have "become so angry that they
haven't read beyond the first entry." Revising that policy,
however, would mean changing
all entries in the dictionary to
conform.
By comparison, the American
Heritage Dictionary flags the
word at the beginning of the entry, which may be why it has
received few complaints, said
Joe Plckett, executive editor for
the dictionary published by
Houghton Mifflin.
The American Heritage Dictionary's Collegiate edition
defines "nigger" this way: "offensive slang. Used as a disparaging term for a Black person."
Merriam-Webster officials
were surprised at the public
reaction to their listing, given
that the dictionary entry emphatically warns that the word "nigger" is inflammatory and insulting.

After hearing of MerriamWebster's task force, NAACP
President Kweisi Mfume said,
"We are gratified that MerriamWebster finally got the message."
But he said the NAACP will ask
for company records on buying,
employment, promotion and the
makeup of the board of directors
"to determine if a culture within
the company has made it difficult
for them to recognize why this
definition is unacceptable to millions of Americans."
Ms. Williams, the museum curator, approved of the publisher's move, but said she would
prefer that all racial and ethnic
insults be expunged from the dictionary.
"If the word is not there, you
can't use it," she said.
Not that Merriam-Webster has
buckled when its definitions
raise a fuss.
After Indiana University won
the NCAA basketball champion-

Candidate encorporates campaigning into duties
Mason are in other districts.
says he doesn't mind.
"Part of it is my official reThrough Tuesday, 25 of her 29
COLUMBUS - Lt. Gov. Nancy official public appearances as sponsibility and, yes, part of it is
Holllster is spending much of her lieutenant governor since Feb. 8 politics," Ms. Hollister said
time these days in the part of the were in the district that covers 14 Tuesday in a telephone Interview
state she wants to represent next: counties from Marietta in south- after visiting school children in
southern Ohio.
eastern Ohio to Warren County Chillicothe.
She is running in the May 5 north of Cincinnati. The other
But a state consumer and enviRepublican primary for the 6th four were in Columbus. She has ronmental group said Ms. HollisCongressional District seat held made appearances in some of the ter should spend time in all areas
by Democrat Ted Strickland of district's largest cities - Athens, of the state, not just the 6th DisLucasville.
Marietta, Chlllicothe, Ports- trict.
That Irks one state advocacy mouth, Morrow, Kings Mill and
"There's 94 percent of the peogroup, but her chief opponent Mason. Parts of Chillicothe and ple of Ohio she's not spending
The Associated Press

any time with," Ohio Citizen Action spokesman Paul Ryder said
Tuesday.
Her appearances have included speeches about school
funding and meetings for a proposed Appalachian regional
highway plan - her two current
major projects.
Before that, the former Marietta mayor and state Appalachia
office director was involved in
relief efforts that followed flooding in southern Ohio a year ago.

She said she's doing her job.
Gov. George Voinovich selected
her as a running mate to focus on
rural Issues to compliment his
urban background, she said.
Ms. Holllster said she maintains close contact with her office and keeps up with issues affecting all of Ohio.
"So the office of lieutenant
governor is fully functional," she
said.
But she's taking no chances.

Fred Drasner

Chief Executive Officer

An Open Letter to Students
Planning to Attend Law School

"Ifthe word is not
there, you can't use
it"
Kathryn Williams
Museum of African American
History
ship in 1987, Sen. Dan Quayle,
R-Ind., took issue with an entry in
Merriam-Webster's unabridged
dictionary that defined "Hoosier" as "an ignorant rustic."
The future vice president
protested to Merriam-Webster,
even introducing a Senate resolution asserting that the basketball
team had displayed the real
meaning of the word: "someone
who is quick, smart, resourceful,
skillful, a winner."
Merriam-Webster did not
change the entry.

County
plans
new signs
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Nobody's
promising you'll never get
lost again, but bigger street
signs will make it a lot
tougher to lose your way in
Franklin County.
Franklin County plans to
install bigger, better street
signs - with lettering more
than twice as big and perched higher than those currently at intersections.
"The letters on the existing signs are so small they
are hard to see from a distance," said Chief Deputy
Engineer Dean Ringle.
The news signs are also
supposed to be narder to
steal. New sign poles are
designed to remain slick
and hard to climb. And, instead of being 10 feet off
the ground, the new signs
will be IS feet up.

from

US.News & World Report
Dear Student:
DON'T YOU JUST HATE TO BE GRADED? Well, by their shrill protests about U.S.Ncws & World Report law school
rankings, so do most of the deans of the law schools you are considering. However, as a law school graduate with both a
J.D. and a LL.M. degree, I can teil you that these same deans will subject you to rigorous grading. You will be required
to endure lectures from tenured professors who have not changed their class notes since the Battle of Hastings. Then,
after attending class for a full semester, you will be given one exam to determine your grade. One exam, one semester,
one grade. One roll of the dice to measure your performance.

Save!
Save!

At U.S.Ncws & World Report we are far more equitable (to use a legal term). We have a millti-faceted, multidimensional, sophisticated ranking system developed and evolved over many years to give you guidance on what
may be one of your largest financial investments and certainly one of the most important choices for your career in
law and perhaps beyond. While our law school rankings should not be the only criteria in your choice of a law
school, they should certainly be an important part of the analysis.

Off an

Get your copy of U.S.Ncws & World Report's Best Graduate Schools guide on newsstands now. Or, to make it easier for
you to sec the book that 164 law school deans would prefer you not sec (notwithstanding their commitment to the First
Amendment), call 1-800-8 $6-6397 (ask for extension 5105) and I will arrange for a copy of the book to be sent directly
to you at $1 off the newsstand price.* This will also ensure that you have a copy of these important rankings because, as
a result of publicity surrounding the deans' determination to have you ignore the rankings, they arc a very hot item.
These law school rankings are a small part of our philosophy of News You Can Use" information we bring you in each
issue of the magazine to help you manage your life.
Good luck in law school and good luck on making the right choice.
Kindest Regards.
Sincerely,

{complete

paddles
and
wood
GiSts
IPaddle Parties
on request!

Save!
Save!
She IFrend)|
Knot

• sl.i|.pm^ .ml hiitillniK* h.irti» "UIIIIHI'I

1290 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 600. New York, NY 10104

www.usnews.com

BOO S. M.in St. Ilownlowi
B.G. Phone 853 . 8148
Not to Mid - Am li.nk
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Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

SPORTS

Clark interviews for NIU job
□ BG women's coach
Jaci Clark is one of the
finalists for the vacant
Northern Illinois opening.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News

BG's silent
fan base:
Part Two
Welcome back, Falcons. My
only gripe about spring break
is that the Orange and Brown
were not represented in the
women's Big Dance.
Getting to this week's subject, however, I'd like to thank
those ofyou who responded to
the question of why BG fans
seem to be the silent type. Obviously, there are some in the
BG community asking the
same questions I am with regard to the Falcon base.
Most of the e-mail I received
stated the obvious: Anderson
Arena is not a prime-time
arena. Todd Minnefield stated
that the University has an
obligation to keep BG's sports
facilities up to date.
Look at Ball State, Ohio University and Eastern's (in progress) facility. They can bring in
the big basketball crowds. -Minnefield
True, no one will ever mistake Anderson Arena for The
Palace of Auburn Hills.
However, the situation is f ixable. So, Dr. Ribeau, if you're
out there reading, after the
Union is done, make a new
arena your next project.
While some of the burden
for poor spirit falls on the University's shoulders, the brunt
of it falls on the students and
fans themselves. Randy
Brown, a member of the BG
pep band, said that he is especially disheartened when students do not react after past
favorites such as "Ay Ziggy
Zoomba" and "Roll out the
Barrel."
Why don't people come and
cheer? The games are fun. 1
just don't understand it.
-Brown
Neither do I, Randy.
For your information, my
mother, a University alumnus,
can remember a time when
Perry Stadium broke out into
song whenever "Roll Out the
Barrel" was played.
The truth of the matter is,
fans DO exist on the BGSU
campus, but the majority are
drowned out by a rising tide of
apathy. Justin Walton, a BG
alumnus, said that there were
times when BG fans did tear
up Anderson Arena, as they
did during the upset of Michigan State, and of course, during Antonio Daniels' game
winner against EMU last year.
The problem was that after
these matchups, Anderson
Arena would be filled by "1500
people sitting on their hands."
It's this attitude which needs
to be combated and Walton
claims he did his best by painting his and three friends' chest
with "B-G-S-U." Walton argues for fan support in this
• See LEONARD, page eight.

Bowling Green women's basketball coach Jaci Clark is in De
Kalb, 111., today interviewing for
the vacant head coaching position at Mid-American Conference rival Northern Illinois.
The Sentinel-Tribune reported
on Tuesday that Clark is one of
the two finalists for the job, left
open after the Feb. 26 resignation
of Liz Galloway-McQuitter, who
resigned after four years at the
helm.
Longtime Wisconsin-Green
Bay coach Carol Hammerle is the
other candidate. Hammerle has

held that post for the past 24
years, and Is also an associate
athletic director for Rioenix.
Clark Just finished her seventh
season on the Falcon bench after
spending five years as an assistant at BG. She
is in the fourth
year of a fiveyear contract
that is paying
her $53,106 this
season. The
NIU job reportedly pays
considerably
higher.
Clark acClark
knowledged to the SentinelTribune that the possibility of being closer to her hometown of
Milwaukee is appealing. Her
family is regularly spotted at BG
games - a five-hour drive - while
De Kalb would be a mere hour
and a half from Milwaukee.
NIU sports information direc-

tor Joanne Hoey said Clark
would be meeting other Huskie
coaches at 11 a.m. today, and a 1
p.m. press conference was
planned. She said Clark would
also meet with the team and various members of the NIU administration.
NIU athletic director Cary
Groff told the SentinelTribunethat the Huskies actively
recruited Clark for the position.
"We were impressed by Jaci as
a person and a basketball coach,"
Groff said. "We went out and
searched for candidates who had
been successful head coaches
and would fit In with our program."
The Huskies finished last in
the MAC West this season at 3-15,
posting the league's worst record
in their first year back in the
conference after an 11-year absence.
In the early 1990s, however,
NIU was one of the premier

135-65 career record, highlighted
by a pair of MAC regular-season
and tournament titles.

Clark led the Falcons to a 21-8
(15-3 MAC) record and a berth In
the Women's NIT this season. BG
lost its first-round game to Butler at Anderson Arena on Friday
night.

The Phoenix finished second in
the MCC this season, won the
conference tournament final
over Butler and advanced to the
NCAA Tournament, where they
succumbed to Illinois in the first
round.

The WNIT game was Clark's
200th at BG. She has compiled a

• See CLARK, page eight.

Clark was named the WBCA
District IV Coach of the Year last
week for the second time in five
seasons.
Hammerle's Green Bay squad
competed in three different conferences (North Star, MidContinent, Midwestern Collegiate) with NIU for 10 seasons
before the Huskies rejoined the
MAC.

UCLA, suffers setback
in loss of point guard
then undergo surgery.
Davis was cleared to return by
LOS ANGELES - Without point team physician Dr. Gerald
guard Baron Davis' explosive Flnerman. He played five
power and spirited play, UCLA minutes, then watched the 85-82
win from the bench Flnerman
isn't the same team.
Losing the Pac-10 Conference said he wouldn't have allowed
freshman of the year to a season- Davis to play if he thought it was
ending knee Injury in the midst a serious Injury.
The Pac-10 Conference freshof the NCAA tournament is the
latest in a series of calamities to man of the year averaged 11.7
points and was the team's assist
strike the Bruins this season.
Kris Johnson and Jelani McCoy and steals leader.
But the Bruins managed to
were suspended for violating
team and athletic department beat Michigan with Davis playrules last fall. Both returned in ing 14 minutes. They also won
December, but then McCoy re- when he fouled out of nine games
during the regular season.
signed from the team Feb. 14.
Without him, the load will fall
Now Davis is gone, leaving the
sixth-seeded Bruins (24-8) with- on Davis' backcourt mate,
out their floor leader against No. freshman Earl Watson, who'll as2 Kentucky (31-4) in Friday's sume much of the ballhandling
South Regional semifinal at St. responsibilities. Watson had 10
points, four rebounds and one
. Petersburg, Fla.
in 34 minutes against
^JT*
He torein the
anterior
cruciate
4 ,<
k
iigament
his ieft
knee when
he turnover
Michigan.
One of two freshmen, Rico
™_ \3 i ' XWKj^^Hb^!kS3EHIi^l
I landed awkwardly after a dunk
nine
A...cU«d Pr... pfcl.
"Ji^f8 int° UCLA'S ViCtDry Hines and Travis Reed, will start
will see signifiPac-10 freshman of the year Baron Davis will miss the rest of the °Yf,r ™SS5 °D Saturday- He and the other
will rehabilitate for three weeks, cant minutes. Reed scored 11
NCAA tournament after suffering a knee injury.
The Associated Press

Ss * ^S*

I

*«t
points against Michigan.
Seniors J.R. Henderson, Toby
Bailey and Kris Johnson know
how to win a big game without an
injured point guard.
In 1995, Tyus Edney injured
his wrist in UCLA's national semifinal victory over Oklahoma
State and played just two
minutes in the championship
game against Arkansas. Cameron
Dollar stepped in for the final 38
minutes and the Bruins won their
11th NCAA title.

Fresno State basketball back in hot water
The Associated Press
FRESNO, Calif. - Fresno State
center Avondre Jones was kicked
off the team Tuesday after he
and a top recruit were arrested
and accused of pointing handguns at a man and poking him
with samurai swords.
The arrest of Jones and Kenny
Brunner came hours after the
Bulldogs beat Memphis in the
NIT and a day after Fresno State
officials slammed CBS" "60
Minutes" for focusing on the
legal and drug troubles of the
school's athletes.
"I was devastated to hear this,"
coach Jerry Tarkanian said in a

statement. "I couldn't even enjoy
one night after
a big victory."
Besides kicking Jones off
the team, Tarkanian suspended Brunner indefinitely
Jones and'
Brunner were
booked for In'°"es
vestigation of assault with a
deadly weapon and grand theft.
Police said the players and Colin DeForrest were drinking at
Jones' apartment when an argument broke out over a TV pro-

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

gram.
"Jones allegedly produced two
handguns and pointed them at
the victim," Chief Ed Winchester
said. "Jones and Brunner then
picked up two large swords and
began beating and poking the
victim."
DeForrest, 23, initially thought
the players were Joking, but he
quickly became concerned when
they pulled out "what were described as samurai swords," Lt
Jerry Davis said.
When DeForrest tried to leave
the apartment, Jones grabbed his
backpack and stole $230 in cash
and a $500 camera, Winchester
said.

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

games because they were suspended, ineligible, in rehab or
quit the team - incidents that "60
Minutes" focused on Sunday
night
Only two scholarship players Larry Abney and Demetrius
Porter - have been eligible for
every game.
"Avondre was playing under
strict conditions, required by a
Code of Conduct panel," Tarkanian said. "There is no excuse for
behavior like this, and I will not
tolerate a few Individuals continuing to give black eyes to oui
program and our university."
• See FRESNO, page eight.

FALL 1998 LEASING
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

DeForrest left and later called
police, Davis said. DeForrest, described as an acquaintance, suffered minor abrasions and scratches but didn't need medical attention.
On Monday night, Jones played
In the Bulldogs' last-second 83-SO
victory over Memphis. Fresno
State's next game is Thursday
night against Hawaii.
Brunner recently was recruited after leaving Georgetown and was eligible to play in
the middle of next season.
Jones was suspended earlier
this season for violating school
rules. He was among eight scholarship players who missed

Come sign up today!

(Too many to list)

rooil HOtltMG
OPPORTUNITY

teams in the country. Under
former coach Jane AlbrightDieterle, who has since turned
around the University of Wisconsin program, the Huskies made
persistent appearances in the
national rankings from 1989-94.
"The women's basketball team
there has a lot of tradition and
It's very well-supported," Clark
told the Northern Star Tuesday.
"I have experience in the MAC
and I've helped build a lot of programs. There's a lot that could be
done to make NIU a contender In
the conference. It's a good situation both ways."

o

J

i a
j
a
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)

UNITS GOING FAST!

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Frazec Ave. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
• Field Manor Apartments

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915,921, 929, 935 Thurstinl
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
UnlU«4»-72 N.wiy R.mod.Wa lor FtIM 9M A/C, N.w Carpal, and llrapla

8Q8 Frasee Avenue
Newly Constructed for Fall" 1998
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baihs. A/C. Fireplaces. AMicrowaves

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

GREENBRIAR. INC.
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Han, Rafferty fare well at NCAAs
□ The Falcons were
represented at the
NCAA Championships
by two individuals for
the first time in school
history.

The duo of Jodi Rafferty and
Huina Han presented a delegate
the likes of which was unmatched by any other team in the
MAC, and was a first for the BG
track program. Their appearance

marked the first time in the University's history that the track
team had more than one participant in the Championships.
Rafferty turned in her usual
gutsy performance.
Competing in the high jump,
against a field of very worthy
athletes, Rafferty jumped just a
half inch short of her personal
record. Her S feet 10 inch mark
was good enough to earn her a
very respectable share of 16th
place.
The triple jump was the event
that gave Han the opportunity to
participate in the mecca of track
meets. And, in the words of coach
Steve Price, she was, "very
close."
Han committed a foul on one of
her jumps and had it erased.
"She probably would have fin-

conscious about making a scene
in a public place. We need fans
that are unabashedly into the
game, heckling the opponents,
inventing cheers for our team
and just not caring what anybody
thinks about them.
They play games in arenas for
a purpose: so that the University
can forget their differences for a

couple of hours and cheer is currently on this campus. So as
together under one flag.
long as we're all here, there
Once again, my e-mail is open should be only one cry which we
to arguments about cheering: can all rally to: "GO FALCONS!"
why you don't cheer, how you
Michael Leonard is the writer
would make games more fun and of the weekly sports column,The
all the other things that come Blasting Post. E-mail messages
can be sent to him at
with being a fan.
I chose to come to Bowling "lmike9bgnet.bgsu.edu".
Green. So did everyone else who

By NICK LUCIANO
The BC News

Rafferty

Over break, while most students were enjoying a rest and
relaxation period, two members
of the Bowling Green women's
track team were In Indianapolis
competing in track's version of
the Super Bowl: the NCAA
Championships.
Two women, whose names
have been etched into the minds

Han

of loyal Falcon fans, competed
for more than just themselves -d for the name on the front of
their uniforms.

ished second," said Price. "But,
she just fouled one time on one
jump."
Despite the foul, Han came
back and jumped 43-9 . She finished fourth, and that finish was
the highest of any MAC competitor at the meet. And that's not all,
her finish was also the highest a
BG women's trackster had
earned - ever.
"This was our best ever NCAA
Championship," said Price.
"Next year we hope to qualify 3
or 4 (members)."
It wont be next year, but next
weekend that the Falcon women
are looking toward. Most will
travel to Wlnston-Salem, North
Carolina to participate in the
Wake Forest Invitational.

LEONARD
Continued from page seven.

way:
The people that irk me are the
ones that say they went to a game
and thought it was boring. I tell
them "That's your fault. What did
you do to make it fun? I had a
blast!"
That Is the gist of it right there.
We dont need fans feeling self-

CLARK
Continued from page seven.

Green Bay finished the year at
21-9, giving Hammerle a 440-218
career ledger In her 24 seasons.
Hammerle will be in De Kalb
Monday for her Interview. Hoey
said that due to recruiting con-

siderations, the Huskies would
like to have a coach In place soon.
"We're desperate In a desperate situation," she said. "We
didn't get anyone in the early
signing period, so we want to get
someone In here as soon as possible."

FILM DEVELOPING
3-1/2" Double Prints

FRESNO
Continued from page seven.

Tarkanian felt the "60
Minutes" report Sunday night
was unfair, and University
President John Welty was angry
because It didn't say that Fresno
State has one of the nation's
strictest student conduct codes.
But The Fresno Bee said in an
editorial Tuesday that "it Is time
to stop making excuses for these
players and demand that they be

held accountable for their behavior."
"The worst of It all, perhaps, is
that the behavior of the team
members and the coach gives
subtle sanction to poor character,
poor self-discipline and criminal
behavior in the minds of our
community's children," the
newspaper said.

Sports Briefs
Indians' Alomar to miss action
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The Cleveland Indians did not have
results Tuesday of an MRI taken on Sandy Alomar's injured left
groin.
Still, the All-Star catcher said he felt fine, and the club still expects him to miss only about 10 days.
"I feel pretty good," Alomar said before the Indians lost to a
Tampa Bay Devil Rays split squad 8-4. "I know I can't play, but
it's not as sore as I thought it would be."
Alomar was Injured while jumping out of his crouch to pounce
on a wild pitch by Charles Nagy on Monday against Detroit. He
had an MRI on Monday night, and the results were sent to the
West Coast to be read. Manager Mike Hargrove said he didn't
have the findings yet.
"I certainly don't think this is the three-month variety," Hargrove said. "We're definitely not going to rush him back."

Canton approves off-track betting
CANTON, Ohio - Mayor Richard Watklns on Tuesday signed
an ordinance approving an off-track betting parlor for horse racing In this northeast Ohio city.
City Council members passed the ordinance in a 9-3 vote on
Monday night after a three-hour public hearing attended by
hundreds of opponents and supporters of the ordinance.
"Had I vetoed It, the council had the necessary votes to override it," said Watklns.
"The point Is that I cannot and would not presume to be the
moral conscience of the community," said the mayor. "I listened
to everyone and both sides have their points. All we can do now is
wait and see what the people do if the Issue goes on the ballot."
Opponents have said they will try to get enough signatures on a
petition to have the issue put before voters in this city about 60
miles southeast of Cleveland.

UC reports NCAA violations
CINCINNATI - The University of Cincinnati said Tuesday it has
reported a violation of NCAA rules in which an employee of the
school's basketball program discussed a potential recruit on a
television sports show.
The university considers the mistake by Terry Nelson, video
coordinator for the basketball team, to be a minor violation,
school spokesman Tom Hathaway said. The university reported
it Monday to Conference USA, Hathaway said.
On Sunday night, Nelson was on a WCPO-TV sports show when
he discussed a verbal commitment he said the university's
coaching staff recently received from point guard Steve Logan
of Lakewood St. Edwards High School, in suburban Cleveland.
Nelson also discussed Logan later in the program when calls
were taken from viewers.
compiled from wire reports

$3.99
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Grand Opening
& KAMIKAZES

ANY SIZE ROLL

10 and over
AJI^
^ Tues:
Ladies Night
Weds:
Karoke
Thurs:
$1.00 Pitchers
We want to be your Friday
afternoon destination after class.
5tart your weekend out right at:
Kamikazes 2-5 pm
.25$ drafts Fridays

K

4" Double Prints

$5.99
Sale Dates: 3/16/9
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Uielitt(e&Mp
University Union

153 E. Wooster
Phone: 354-3993
(across from BW-3's)

Applies to develop and print orders Irom c-41 process
full-frame color print films. Does not apply to Premier
Edition, Horizon or APS. See store for details

Wednesday night
LIVE at Uptown
featuring

To

y JAZZ NIGHT,
Begins at 10:00

WC13)£ and
3lap£* (Plate,
Wednesday, March 18 at 10:00
FOR INFO CALL 354-2122 TOADLOAF PRODUCTIONS

UPTOWN
Live Rock 'n' Roll
See your favorite local
and regional bands
every Wednesday
Shows start at 10:00
Under 21 -$3
Over 21-$1
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19 ,md Over Every Niqhl

Thinking
about law
school?
Think
again!
Experience New Sensations
as a Sea World of Ohio

Because you dont
have to have a taw
degree to have a

EMPLOYEE!
Want to spend your summer with
friends of all sorts while earnine
serious spending cash?
Applications accepted on-site.
Hours are:
Monday. Wednesday & Friday
I0£0am ■ 4:30pm
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00am ■ 6:00pm
Saturday
9:00am ■ Noon
Stop in and fill out an
application. A treat time and a
treat summer Job await you!
Current summer positions
include:
• FOOD SERVICE
ATTENDANTS
■ SALES CLERKS
■PARK ATTENDANTS
■ WAREHOUSE WORKERS

• CASH CONTROL
CLERKS
• CUSTODIANS
■ADMISSION
ATTENDANTS
■ SECURITY
Included with our Seasonal
Employment Packaie arc
■ FREE TICKETS
■ FREE UNIFORMS
■PAY BONUSES
■GREAT WORK
ENVIRONMENT
■ GREAT JOB EXPERIENCE
Come spend the summer utth us.
You'll be (lad you did!
SEA WORLD OF OHIO
1100 Sea World Drive
Aurora. OH

SeaWOld©
Of OMtO ^^^

career bi the law

I

Time' magazine calls the paralegal profession one of trie 15
hottest fields. The lawyers Assistant Program at Roosevelt
University has graduated more than 9500 paralegals Our
graduates work In law, business and government And some,
have gone on to law school, finding the training they received
In our program extremely useful to their law school studies
An ABA approved program for college graduates only.
' ftm magazine awr itorv. wm me JOOS AnV 1/2097

Information Session, Saturday. April 4a
Summer Classes Begin May 26th

I he Lawyer s Assistant Proqpam
a! r<oo«v«l Univertilu

430 Souln Michiqan Avenue, Poom 460
Ckkaqo, Illinois, 60605 (312) 34I-3882
nttp Ji/www. rcowwll .ed u/paralegal
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CAMPUS EVENTS
AMerv.lcneM»ei Gradual ee
Application, tor the Beyond BG Scholarship
are now available af She
Mlet Alumni Cenlar. Financial Aid Office.
and n.olficeot Student Irk,
Beyond BG

Attention all SMA members"
Meeting Wedneeday March 18th, 7:00pm 223
EPPC. Guasl speaker. Sherry Fishef. Market
Ira] A sMUvit tor USA Today

AranHn all Basherball Fansl
Interested in playing three on three Basketball
tor phiee? Tournament lo be held:
Sunday March 22
Ojnluin Courts
12-3pm
Otay IIS a laam or »5 per person S«jn up oul
side Education bldg. from 11-4 on Frl 3/20. or
call Meghan 9 372-3308. Also tickets tor a raltleUWmBtgPrttetHI,
Proceeds Benefit Wood Counly Speoal Ofym-

pwa.
BGSU HaaHh Around Ihe World Need* You!
Interested in volunteering a! Ihe annual Health
Fa»7 Ca.1 the Caniar tor Wetlnese » Proven
Bon 372-WELL today
FRONT ANO CENTER
with Carrie snd Jocelyn
WFAL MOsaWWood Cable Channel 20
Wedneeday, March It. 7pm-9pm
Show topic: Leas recognized
«>ona/organl,.tlone LISTEN BETWEEN
a-t 20 FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS to the Rlvermen at the Main Event Saturday, March 21.
CALL 372 2411

GI Jane
Friday, March 2<Mi and Sal Match 2 m
800pm and tt.OOpm 111 Oacamp $2.00
Questions? 372-7164 Sponsored by Campus
Film.

HERE A SIGN.
THERE A SIGN.
EVERYWHERE A SIGN
WATCH FOR THE SIGNS!

iPCCLua
MEETMG
CANCELLED
TONIGHT
Keep welching pay papa* tot our nenl meeting
MASTER TEACHER AWARD
The deadline has been emended'!
Nomination forma ata duo March 20
10 the Mart Alumni Cenler. Want
to nominale someone? Jus! do fill
MASTER TEACHER AWARD

OQK members
Imporlant meeting
Wednesday. Ma<ch 18
1001 BA. 8pm

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
IN FRANCE
INFORMATION MEETING
Spend a Summer in Europe
• Earn 6 BGSU credit hours
Tueaday, March 24th at ipm
■A10O0

The Magic ol MIKE SUPER
Ma/van at a highly visual. last-paced,
comedy magic presentation
Thursday. March 19th. 1998
L en hart Grand Ball room
7:30 pm
FREE stand-up and dose up
magic and illusion1
Questions'' Call 372- 7164
Sponsored by UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
Wil Do Typing
CaHtor prices
Heather 372-5361

BGSU Graduate Student Lobby Day
in Columbus-kilormatron SessionThurt. March 18 at 5:00pm in Hie GSS
Office (707 Admin Bldg ) Sponsored by
ihe GSS National. Stale & Community
Affairs Commiaee. Discuss issues such
as Student RepresentaDve on the
Ohio Boards ol Trustees
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Teats.
Confidential and Carmg
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Cenler
Stop living from paycheck to paycheck
Phone 188-238-7564

PERSONALS

rJJ5Jr3ic2jT2JBJr2JG!JGlJr2J^

SURVEY

"FlUCNT IN SPANISH"
Summer |Obe in Fremont. OH.
$7 »hf-lncome Maintenance Interns
wil work with Migrant workers lo
determine eligibility lor Gov'l benefits
Apply ©Coop 310 Student Svcs
2 2451 details MUST be
HFLUENTINSPANISHII

U CASH FOB COLLEGE tf
Over 300.000 scholarships A grants avail. No
repayment ever, no GPA requirements, all students quality " Call Nowll 1 216 855 6003
•PI BETA PHI LITTLE MHDY P! BETA PHIMy Oear little lAndy wiih a twinkle
in her eye and a beautiful smee. I've
been a mystery tor quite awile. You and
I are the perfect pair, many memories
we win share The tme u now. the time
la right I canl wait to reveal my sell
■onightlll
Love.
Big???
•PI BETA PHI LITTLE MWDY PI BETA PHI'
AOU'AOirAOII
Congratuletions to our olricer ol the week Jenmler Ozeao-PRI
AOH'AOH'AOII
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BGSU HeaHh Around Ihe World Neede Youl
Inierested in volunteehng at the annual Health
Fair? Call the Cenler tor Wellneas ft PrevenHon2T2-WELL today.

FREE CASH GRANTS! College Scholarshvs Business Medical tails Never Repay
To«Fn>e1-8O0-?18-BO00E.I G 2078

DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
Number one name brand candles tor 25 yeers
32 varieties of scents CaJ 3S2-S7I8 and ask
lor Dana.

KKG • KKG • KKG
Congratuiaijons to Kelly Woods on being accepted to Wesammster ol London. Wei miaa
you next yee/IM
KKG ' KKG * KKG

FREE CASH ORAHTSI
Collage. Scholarships Business Medical tails
Never Repay. Ton Free I-800-2IMaMO E«t.
G-207B.
HAPPY

20TH BIRTHDAY-HAPPY 20TH
BIRTHDAY
ERIN OYSTER * ERIN PETUSH
lets Suvt •» Countdown
365 Days'
Bnana. Dave. Greg. Hammer. Julw * Rach
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHOAY-HAPPY 20TH
BIRTHDAY
HERE A SIGN,
THERE A SON,
EVERYWHERE A SIGN...
WATCH FOR TH£ 'SIGNS' I

WTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: kCWS A
WOMEN'S SOCCERMAR. 18; COREC
DOUBLES RACOUETBALt MAR 24: CO
REC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL-MAR 2S ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4 00 PM ON DUE DATE IN
130 PERRY FELD HOUSE.

LL'KERI
One, two. Ms,
We is the best pair
you wail and see
My love tor you
w.l never end
You're not Just an Angel
You're a tare ver friend
GelesoledLinii

Pi Beta Pis-Pi Beta Phi
LI KATE LANORY.
I've been a myalafy tor quila a anile
hold on oght and keep that smile
You and I are the perfect pair
wish many memories and »me» to share
The sme a now. tie ime is nghl
I canl wait to reveal mysellloniohti
LOVE. BIG???
Pi Beta Phi' Pi Beu Phi
PI Beta Phi "L4 April" Pi Beta Phi
BrgfLil raght a almost hare.
I hope you're e«cilad.
Us drawing near l
I can't wait tl you know it's me
And you meat your wonderlul lamilyi
I lova you >tne i Love, Big???

Need a break from those post-spring break
blues ? Join the sistei s ol Kappa Delta as we go
ice skating Wednesdayl Come lo our house locaatd across from Mac at 0pm and bring a
frlendl ??Ts-caii 2-28711 Wa took torward to
fnaeartgyouH
PI BETA PHI • LI JULC - PI BETA PHI
Soon you wil aae
Whatagreelpairweloe
Tonight your waiDrvj wal come lo an end
When you lind not M a big, but a friend
PI BETA PHI' HJUl IE ' PI BE TA PHI

PI BETA PHI Little Jeeelca PI 8ETA PHI
Hey atae. what's new with you •>
H/s sme lor another BIG/IITTLE duel
My home town is not far from here
I ueed ■> dtwoa. ting. • oheerl
So get ravafiy lo have a ton o' lun.
TheBVLitJe hunt has begunl
Tonight wel dance and boogie down
Paint ihe atreeool tve out lown i
So get excited, wel meet tonight.
ThM&oAitsepairitoutolsighti
Lova. Kg?
PI8ETAPHI

rt*«« : l*»f •$.&£»* i + tH kit,

www.newloverealty.com

«♦« : 3/20 JLWJS. aJUi 7:00
ttU : Community of Christ Lutheran Church & Student Center

Fall '98 Housing now
listed on the Web P
Neuiloue Realty Rentals

(1124 E. Wooster St. ; Jerome Library tCdS)
3-ttHrM-fl. I Bowling Green 4»-^**>*l!)»?
m»*-K : *"»!» . MWul 3S2-O081: *» 3S3HS5
( til**UMit • »*i'tr»-)

You've Designed for
Free Long Enough.

What Comedian would you like
to see come to campus?

□ Adam Sandier
□ Carrot Top
□ David Spade
□ Gallagher
□ Norm MacDonald
□ Rob Schneider
a Richard Lewis
a Bill Maher
a Other
Drop in campus mail to
454 Student Services

I'leVA • 3 GREAT CRUSTS • SUPFR SUBS • BUFFALO WINGS • BREADSTIX

Ha-ll

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU

■■ ■

• LUNCH • DINNER • LATE NIGHT-

353-MEGA

f AST fPltNOLY f BtE DFLIVERY • NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY A VARIE IY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
-ORDER BY NUMBEROLarge Cheese Pizza
•Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
MEGA DEAL
•Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
$8"
•10 Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
' Any fixe Ptate »rtoT
uplotNema
•1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
•Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
•Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 990

Call for an Interview
March 16-80

• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •

Handlossed, Thincrust. or Deep Dishioeep ash E«tra

ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99C
B) New Cheesybread SI.99

1 616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

C) 2 Cans of Coke 99c
D) 5-Piece Wings S1 99

GO FALCONS #1

UniGroohics
211 West Hall 372.7418

I
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Pi Beta Ptn - Little Lindsay
A smut strecned KJOU my lac*
from side to side.
When I found out you wanted ma
by your side
Tomghi the wainng wil coma w an and.
Whan you hnd nol only a Big. but a friend
P» Baa Phi Pi Baa Ph.

SlOOO'e POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time. Al
Home Ton Free (1)600 216-9000 Ext T-2076
tor Listings

Pi Phi-Lil Enca Wo|towicz Pi Phi
You ihtnk you know who your Big may be,
But from the dues you would never guess me
I can't wait until the day comes to an end
Because youll not only find a B-g.
but a mend!
ILoveYou.Littlel
PiPNLoveAMme.Big'?"
Pi Ph.L.1 Erica Wojiow.cz Pi Pts

Pi Phi *Lil Anna'P. Phi
Roaaaararad
V>oie» are blue
MyH'ttnacootaai
Andlkwaharioo)
Gal ptyohad 'cauaa tha wan
isaJmoaioverll
Love.Btg?
PI Phi'U) Anna "PI Phi

11500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Freemformabon.CaH41034/ M7S
Asst Mgr. reeaurant. Fun upbeat atmosphere
Restaurant exo. helpful but not required. Must
be organized, neat, and possess leadership
skills Hrs A Wage negotiable Can Jay at
35^0011.

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
INFRANCE
INFORMATION MEEI INC.
Spend a Summer in Europe
& Earn 6 BGSU credit hours
Tuesday. March 24th at fl pm

Camp Joba. A fun place to work A a life long
learning experience awaits you at YMCA
Camp nkssokone in beautiful northern Ml. Are
you a caring, creative A enthusiastic person
who enjoys being outdoors & have pnor experience working with children Hiring cabin
counselors, lifeguards A program instructors
tor horseback riding, sailing, ropes course,
arts/crafts A drama/music. Also, year-round
position avarl. for outdoor environmental education tadbators Personal interviews being
heWApnliein Toledo.Call 246-667 4S33

BA 1000

PiPt*"LiJEmilaa
To my lil Emiiaa. Iha hunt has begun.
Tonight will ba aiotmg and loaded

■Mi lain.

I cant wait W thiaday comas lo an and.
You'll hava not only a Big.
But also a fnand. I »ve you W Emilee'
Love.Big'*"
Pi Phi

LIL KATIE SEARS Pi Ph.
Carnations ara wine
Arrows ant gold
Together we'll build
A fnandship to hold
Throughout tha yaars
And whan collage Is past
Our &g-Lil bond
Wll forever last"
ILOVEYOULl
BIG????????

PlPttLrfHoMiPiPhi
Angels and Arrows. Wne and Silver Blue
Which dues are lias & which ones ara true?
I hope you'e excited and anuous to see
Exactly who your btg will be*
Be al the house by 9:30 tonight
And soon youll fmd out it your guesses
arerighii
Pi Phi Love. Big?
Pi Phi Lil Lauren Pi Phi
Tonight is the night
you ara gomg to see who
your big finally is
So hold on and don't worry.
This btg/W pair is just right.
Move youh We.
Love'Big?

Wo want to adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family for her baby My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business. We work at home which
a/tows us tons ol Ime to be together. Our son
Tucker very much want* to ba a big brother
and asked if he coufd adopt the baby loo. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
i-aai*i 0-2555

WANTED
2 Summer sublrs. needed SiSSffno Close lo
campus. Own bedroom Call 353-6165

Counselors. Actvity Director, Water director, A
Cook needed at Co-ed Summer camp near
Ann Arbor Michigan. 734-878-6620 For more

Creative? Would you like to win a pnze showing how creative you are? EAG is asking for
your designs for this years Earth day T-shirts
Entries are due no later than 5 00pm on March
I7*i Prize includes $25 00. 3 tree t-shirts. A a
$25 00 gift certificate to Junction Bar & Gntle.
Turn entries into 102 College Park or mad to.
EAG. C/O Environment Cantor, College
Park (cm) Questions can Nicole @ 372-3571

info.

DONT READ THIS it you like working for minimum wage, saying home m Ohio, & seek secure, non-rewarding work HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across (he country. A enjoy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile cal
1-800-307-8830

Summer sub-leaser wanted for a spacious one
bedroom apartment 215 E. Poe Rd Please
Call 354-5321M

HELP WANTED

urMooja,

• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM. Xerox. A hundreds of
other up companies want student* who have
been through our summer training program
Over 90% ol the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly Income $2174. All majors apply. CaH
1-600^307-6839.
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needsdl Coed summer eampo In Pocono
Mount line, PA Lohlkan, l-«0O-4**-4321,
www.lohlkan.com.

Pi Ptn Pi Phi
WFrance©
One Bigyt.il Week
seems more she a year.
Bui now tha time is
finally herei
Be at He house at
lOaOtomghit
To aaa if any of your
gueaaea were right
Love. Big
PiPhiPiPh»

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing mdusly. Excelent earnings A benefits
potential. All major employers. Ask us howl
517-324 3llSext ASS441.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home. Into i 504 646-1700 DE PT
OH42S6.

Pi Phi Pi Ph. Pi Phi
LI Kl Kill
Tonight's (ho night, you win see
Who your awesome family will be.
Maybe all my clues have been true,
Maybe they have not
But one thing « a fact...
Your big loves you a tot
Love
*g'

ASSOCIATE PROGRAM DIRECTOR New
year round poeibon Requires camp supervisory experience. Responsible tor programming,
saff supervision, communication, marketing.
budget and organization of programs. Sept. to
June, induding but not limited to' equestrian
program, group rentals, ropes program AddiDon* summer responsibilities Salary/on sito
housing/retirement/full benefits
Conuct
Bnos Emanuel-Camp Eberhan. 10300 Corey
Or.
Three
Rivers
Ml
4g093<'i-616-244-5125...emanueleb©aoi com
Deadline Apr* 17.1006.

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend

_^_____

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excelent benefits World Travel. Ask us how1
Si 7-324-3000 ext. C 55443

Female Roomate needed for summer. Own
room, furnished, air. A dishwasher. CaH
352-4701.

Pi Phi Pi Ph. Pi Phi

FREE

Columbus, Ohio
Sooto Country Club
Lifeguard
Sooto Country Club Is accepting applications
tor the dub's lifeguard positions lor the 1998
season Applications and resumes should be
forwarded to the dub ASAP with the interviews
and h-nng » be completed by May 1 Club's
address 2196 Riverside Drive, Columbus. Ohio
43221 and fax number 614-486-8327

Female subleaser needed ASAP Apartment
has central air A balcony Located on 5th St
Only pay electric. Can move in now Cheryl at
216-951-2764.

The day is finally hare.
and without any tear,
you wt ii be able to see
what a perfect par can be I
A tug* pair like you and I
ara angel friends, of course no he'
Now tor another due:
Your big loves the cc-or blue
that's why all her dues are trueMI

Pi Phi Pi Phi Pi Phi

Child care needed in my Perrysburg home. 2
kids flex. hrs. 1 day/week Dependable and
own trans. 874-7781.

Education Clerk/AeeleUnl
The Wood County Sobd Wane District Office
will be accepting appkcaoons until 4:30 pm. on
Fnday. March 20. 1008. for the part-time
permanent position of Education
Cterk/Aseisiant Application pockets will be
available from the Solid Waste District Office.
440 East Poe Road. Suite 1103, Bowling
Green, Oho 43402, Monday through Fnday.
8 30 am to 4 30 pm. or call (410) 354-9207
$625 par hour (c increase to $655 upon
compteoon of probationary period). Requirements: High School Diploma or G.E.D. with
secondary education course work in the environmental field or education Training or experience m solid waste management is preferred.
Must posses a vabd Slate of Ohio Driver's License WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Goff course and grounds maintenance company seeking male or female college students
who enjoy working outdoors Wages sarting at
$6-8 based on experience, motivation and productivity. Call for an app't. at 435-7385 or
423-2241.
Help Wantod BGSU Dining Services
Graphic Internship Available for Summer VCT
or Graphic Design BGSU Student. 40 hours
per week at $5 30 per hour Prefer selected
candidate to begin Part time work immedatety.
We schedule around your dasses. QUALIFICATIONS: Three years of college in VCT
and/or Graphic Design. Specialized knowledge
and/or skills equivalent to six months m this
area Specific courses required: Graphic Design 211. VCT 208, and 308. Photography 282
or Photography(ART) 325. Three months expedience in a similar position required. Musi
hava applicable experience with Mcrosoft
Word. Pagemaker. Freehand. Superpamt. and
FaaOabel. Must have the ao-iity to perform this
job with minimal training (less than one month
training penod) Valid drivers license preferred

With the purchase of
another Supermelt

Help Wanted BGSU Students
Interested in Office Work?
University Dining Services'
McDonald Dining Center
is Accepting Applications Now'
"Flexible Hours"
"Starting Pay is $5 40 per hour"
"Opportunities tor advancement"
"Friendry Co Workers"
"Looks great on your resume"
"Pnor experience required"
'CaH 372-2771 or stop in today"*
Home City foe Company is now hmrg lor these
positions: Route Dnvers, Production Slackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Oho
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at
1-800-609-8070.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTWork in the Great Outdoors
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves. Concessionaires,
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits. Ask us howl 5173243110 Ext.
N55442.
NOWRECRUITING
Busy Cleveland-West professional firm seeks
professional consultants tor specialized real
estate practice. No selling. Win train.
High-yteld vanable compensation
High-tech office A systems
Rapidly growing national franchise
E xce*ent training A support
RJ. Dales
The Buyer's Agent of North East Onto. Inc.
2S000 Country Club Dr #300
North Otmsted. OH 44070
i (888)-860 4531
Numeric Data Entry Processors
FT 10 00 p m loea/ry evening
PT ate afternoon to early evening hrs.
Mon. oVu Fri . occasional Sat. Previous
banking end numeric 10 key or calculator
experience, helpful.
Interested applicants should apply
in person. Mid Am. Inc Operations Ctr.
1851 N Research.BG (i75toexit 181)
Mid Am values a diverse workforce and is in
principle as wen as practice,
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Nursing As si sana
Wood County Nursing Home is looking tor
nursing assisana tor second and third shift
Flexible hours to work around school schedules. There are Mao summer positions available beginning in May.
Apply io: Wood County Nursing Home
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(410)353-8411
Outgoing, motivated, reliable students
Needed tor summer employment as
portrait cancatures A air brush artists
at Cedar Point. Geagua Lake. A Sea World
Earn and team. Contact Knsten al
(410) 602-1312 tor an appointment at
the art building on March 18th (mm
10 am until 4 pm

Part-Time Instructor*
Kaplan, the nations leading test prep company, is seeking instructors for GRE, LSAT,
MCAT. GMAT. SAT. and ACT preparation
courses in the Toledo B G area Applicants
must be dynamic communicators and have
OOVt percenDte scores on the appropriate
exam. For more into, please conacl Bob Reinhard at (410) 536-3702

Speaaled . speech. & psych masors
Students warned lo work with
7 yr. old boy with Fragile X syndrome
Training will be provided
Call lor interview 419-833-7433
Musi have transportation.
STUDENT INTEnNSHIPS in Continuing Education. International & Summer Programs beginning Summer 1998:
EDITING/MARKETING Assilanl editor tor
researching and writing press releases, ads.
catalogs, brochures, web copy and placement
ol media ads Research and target markets
and conduct enrollment analysis.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: Graphic artist lor Con
nrvusng Education promo materials (art con
cepts. designs, layouts lor catalogs, brochures,
posters, eic ) Must have advanced skills with
DTP (Pagemaker. Freehand. Photoshop), pnor
work experience and portfolio
Starting salary $5 90 per hour Call 372 8181
tor complete |Ob description. To apply, send
resume, references to : Anita Knauss. CEISP.
40 College Park. BGSU by March 27

Summer child care. Fust Dme 30 hours/week. 3
children Start in June thru August. Must have
transportation. Call Diane 4198/89835 or
Karen al41»874-0625.
Tangiewood Goll Club has openings lor
seasonal employment Pro Shop-Restaurant.
For into can 419833-1725
United Parcel Service
On campus interviews
Wednesday March 18th lOam 2pm
Hmng all shifts
S8 50/hour 8 Great Benefits
Can Career Services $2-2356
To schedule an interview
United Parcel Service

DACOR Computer Systems
BG's preferredInternet provider
519 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green
352.3568 sales@dacor.com www.dacor.net

I

on

FOR SALE
1985 Chrysler Laser 103K
Runs Good.
Call 354 -8516 evenings
53 assorted Beanie Babies (375 tor all Call
354 0269
98 specialized Rock Hopper FS w/ rock
shocks, too many extras to list All receipts included /tSSOooo Call 352-5305

CARS FOR (100
Seized A sold locally this month.
Trucks. 4 xa's.elc.

1 800-522-2730 oil. 4558
Macintosh Pertotma 410. Modem. CD Rom
Drive 8 software included 1600 obo Call Erin
at 354 7269
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadil
lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WD'a Your Area Toll Free i 800 218-9000
Ext. A-2076 lor current listings
Toshiba Satellite T 1900 C Laptop 486 SxA
20MH 120 MB Hard Drive. 4mb RAM 9 5 color
VGA Windows 3.1 with carry case 1675 00,
25" Portable RCA TV S50.00 19" TV 165 00
13- TV 185 00 Call 352-4999

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Entries Due
• Soccer (M & W)

WellAware Week
March 23-27, 1998
Free fitness testing Noon - 5:00 pm
for BGSU faculty, staff S students
Muscle Monday
Trim Tuesday
Heart Healthy Wednesday
Stress Relief Thursday
Flexible Friday
Come learn about cholesterol, blood
pressure, muscular strength, muscular
endurance, body composition
and flexibility and pick up free
information

March 18
• Doubles Racquctball (CR)

CA

Management Inc.

«J0 limrth St. I hdrm
IWlHos* HOSISCI Close lo Campus Slam
at 140/morctec 'gas Call 35J-SHOO

March 24
• 3-Pitch Softball (CR)
March 25
• Tennis (M & W. Singles; CR, Doubles)
April I
Entries dje by 4 pm in 130

Management Inc.
215 E. Po. Rd. LnsS-1 Bdrm lEvirgmn Apia.)
I sundry on Sue Stasis at .VUVmo«kc
Call 15<<»on.

Perry Field House,
Soccer Officials Needed
Apply in 130 Perry Field House.
Required lake-home tests are
due back March 18.
Mandatory Soccer Clinic on March 18

CA

Management Inc.

I * 1 Bdrm l(*i Fainko A>t. 11,11-1.!, Apia.)
Unique floor designs, carports, w/d hook-up* in 2
hdrms Rent Mans al »Wmo a unls Call J5J-5IMW

from 8 - 10 pm, plus 30 minutes

OUTDOOR EVENT
White Water Rafting Trip
ApriJJS&lV
I.cuvi-from tjMPepT}' V'vtM Housr
i ■ midnight on Sat.. April IK and return

Fall 1998 Practicum Opportunities
Ricrtation and Sport Management Majors
The Intramural Office is looking for

Studio • 21« K P.. ltd (fmpm Apts)
laundry on Sue Utilities included in tem

practicum students for Fall 1998.

Suns al 230/mo Call 35.1-MM.

Applications are available in 130

around 1 li3J» pm on Sun., April 19.

Interviews will be held April 13 - 14

Ce-prntrnmnwd wtUl PAO

Intramural Advisory Board
Applications

For more information, contact

Get involved in Intramural*!!

Jo* Stephens el 372-2*S0.

NEW NEW NEW NEW
719 N. EnterprbM (Heiru-alto I it 2 Sdrma.
Close so Campus Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm units
Ren uatu al 37Vmo . ulili Call 3S3SHOO

Applications are being accepted for the
Intramural Advisory Board for Fall 1998.

146 North Mam

Bov.liny, Green

NEWI9VE
Rentals

•7<|U 5th: 2 bdrm/2 bath

r

BGSU

on a first come, first serve basis.

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affair8/recsports

V

2 bdrm. furn.orunlurn apts.
724 6(h St. ft 705 7th St.
12 unit apartment buddings
96-99 school year -ease
$500 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gasandHBOlM
354 0914
2 bdrm. house $450 mo. Close lo Univ.
3 bdrm. apt. $550. mo. Close to Univ.
Call 686-4651.
2 BDRM Apt 7224thSt.
Avail.■Timed.. l2molease.
$*2S/mo . w/d hookup.
353-7547 days
2 BDRM Apt 426 1/2E Wooster St..
Avail May 15. l2mo.lease.
$4?5/mo. uU. included.
353-7547 days
4 bdrm. 1 bath house. 1/2 block from campus Avail Aug. 15th for a 12 mo. lease. In good
shape w/ mce backyard. Carpeted with offstreet parking Unfum. except retng -stove No
dogs. Security dep. req. 419-8656307. leave
message for Steve.
Check out the best kept housing secret in BG
2 bdrm. fulfy turn., kg. rms., tons ol closet
space, dishwasher, balcony, ft we pay all util
except e*ec ft phone May to May leases avail
Call 352-9909.
Duplexes/houses tor '98-'99 school year
Eft., 1 ft 2 bdrm.-1 to 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Steve Smith 352 8917 (no calls after 8pm)
Female subleaser needed. Own room for
'96-"99 school year. Call 353-7159
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management A/C. laundry rm( i bedrm furn
$380 A elec 2 bedrm. furn. $480 ft elec also
Summer rates 354-9740 or 352 2214
Houses tor Rent:The following houses are tor
rent tor 96 99 school year. All 12 mo. leases.
tenants pay al utJ.. sec. dep., parental guarantee 'eq . no pets.
1. 730 Elm 2 BR avail 5/15/96. Rent
$5i0/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view
2. 217 S. College 3 BR house avail 8/23/96.
Rent $575/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3. 316 Ridge Large 2 BR house. Avail
5/20/96 Rent $600/mo collected quarterly.
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants to view.
4. 316 RWge (Rear) i BR house avail
5/16/98 Rent $300/mo collected quarterly
Si>p by and ask tenants to view
5. 233 Weal Merry Large 4 BR house avail
8/23/96 Musi have at least 4 unrelated tenants. Rent $700/mo. collected quarterly.
Phone 354 8252 ask tenants to view
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2654.
Locally owned and managed.

QQHrW
Alternattire Clothing • Sprlna. Wsor
• BeoderJ/Homp Jewelry • imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • tapestries • Shelters
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Glitter (gold & silver) A
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • Hair Coloring
|WE BE Hi VIDEOS • Largest Collection of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children s vtaeoj • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

•801-803 5th: 2 bdrm
•-IIW Mich: 2 hdrm Irti heal,
\s.iii t. sewer

HGHIAND

•702 4lh: 2 hdrm »/2 car
Range

130 E. WahingiDn Smxr. Bowling Gum Ohio

•5(17 E. Merry: 2 hdrm scrota
from Campos
•H24 tilh: 2 hdrm free beat,
water, sewer
•H4.« 6th: 2 hdrm/2 bath

•H.Vi Scott I lamilton in

MANAGEMENT
419 354-6036
Ths Highlands ■ Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Ouietl
From $410/mo. For more into, call
354-6036
J»y-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat. Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.

Call 354-6036 tor a showing.

2 hdrm duplex
Tha Homestead - Gradual*

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR

PROFESSIONAL HOUSING!
OR VISIT OUR NEWWEBSITE

328 South Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

Pick up an application in (he IM Office and
return by April 14th. Interviews are limited,

2 bdrm 834 Scon Hamilton. A/C Aval. May
$420 plus unl Other locations avail. Aug Eft. ft
1 ft 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 353-8206

7i>
%oktdo*n ^Ih/aoi

UNDERGRAUATE, GRADUATE &

Management Inc.

1 subleaser needed lot summer beginning May
1st Own im. Irg api 1 block from campus. Cal
Jessica at 354-2349

Sub-lease from April-Aug 96" Two bdrm
House, own room, close to campus
Call 354 7239

COMPLETE LISTING FOR

Perry Field House and due April 10.

* Apts ft Houses 96 99 school year *
321-AE Merry. Large Housve
321-BE Mefiv.6bedrooms
3ll-3l6E.Merry.2bdrm apts
M low as $450 per monih
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms ft more
All very dose to campus
Starting in May or August' 353-0325

PUFNED
Wi. ER

close to Campos

Management Inc.

FOR RENT

Houses. 1 ft 2 bdrm. furn. apts. for 98-99
school year Call 352 7454.

•850 Scott Hamilton: 2 hilini

'"officiating time" on March 19.

iyr old.
adapters

WE USE ONLY

DACOR

Q/nknt%S\

Yamaha Keyboard, lets than
S275-ooo
Include* stand and
352*210

WIN A BIO SCREEN TV
MAD SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money tor your student
organization Earn up to $5.00 per
Vis*MasterCard application The 1st
50 groups to complete the fundraiser
receiveFREE MOVIE PASSESI
Call tor details. 1-800-932 0528x75

So ... what are YOU waiting for?

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or
promotional olter Only one coupon per item per visit.
•Tax additional where appticaole 60IH

Expires 5/9/96

FREET-SHRIT
♦ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers tor
tmamities, sororities A groups
Any campus organization can
raise up up $1000 by earning a
whopp-ig $a.0©/V»SA application
CaH 1 800-032 0528 ext 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

^6The word's out on BG's
i^K^/preferred Internet service.
*\9-y
And lots of folks
^ rC.
are racing to join.

Turkey Club Supermelt

1027 N. Main ST.
Bowling Green

Wednesday, March 18, 1998

Management Inc.

&

For complete list stop by our
office at 1045 N. Main or
Call 353-5800

Visit our Website:
http://vvww.newloverealty.com

Housing One and two bedroom.
A/C, on-sita laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings. 354-6036.
Additional Sites to Choose tem:

LIBERTY STREET, THE FARM,
SUMMIT HILL.

We II take care ol you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

